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In the film, a scientist experiments on rabbits with hormone injections in a bid to control their population growth. The First of the Dracula Films: According Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics Guinness World Records the character most frequently portrayed in horror films has been Dracula, with nearly representations at the present count. He also wore nothing but Speedos. Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! And this particular clown looks like something straight out of Killer Klowns from Outer Space. He was very much into recruiting good-looking young men, many of whom later came forward and accused him of sexual abuse. The makers of Night of the Lepus obviously forgot that the key part of this formula is that you start with a scary animal, which for most people would not include cuddly bunny rabbits excluding, of course, the Rabbit of Caerbannog. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Reportedly, these weapons were produced to prepare for the apocalypse. This horror comedy directed by Roger Corman went on to become a musical. For example, prior to digital distribution, horror films from filmmakers working in countries like Japan, Spain, and Italy were traded on VHS and DVDs by American fans of the genre, including movies that never saw an official theatrical release in the United States. After ex-members made a documentary about it called Holy Hell the cult leader allegedly encouraged some of the current members to attend Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics premiere and threaten the creators.
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Wells, The Food of the Gods embraces the idea that all giant creatures are scary and runs with it. The Cabinet of Dr. Murnau is a pioneer in horror cinema. And while some film critics have argued that Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics label should only be applied to lesser-known, underground films, nowadays, there are many mainstream big-budget films that are widely regarded as cult movies due to their lasting popularity with committed groups of fans. The heavily-accented voice and acting of Hungarian actor Bela Lugosi in his most famous portrayal as the year old vampire was elegant, suave, exotic and stylish - and frightening to early audiences - while the undead villain hypnotically charmed his victims with a predatory gaze. Like many of the other films on this list, Pink Flamingos became popular via late-night movie screenings at theaters. Although it was a fairly small Christian fundamentalist group, it was able to attract followers from around the world. The film is seen as a representation of fear of urban society in the 90s; still, critics point out the problematic trope of Black men in pursuit of white women. The best horror films of the s might not have all went so far into the ether as Kubrick or Carpenter, but each one clearly came from both a unique point of view Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics an ambitious, capable artist, surrounded by technical geniuses and other artists who help them out as best they can. Reviews Movie Clips Interviews.
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Horror films are also known as chillers, scary movies, spookfests, and the macabre. You can consider Bigelow as one of the pioneers for horror movies directed by women. This slasher film was confiscated in the UK for being obscene. Jekyll to provide a new perspective. El Topo Producciones Panicicas. Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics many ways, the expressionistic German silent cinema led the world in films of horror and the supernatural, and established its cinematic vocabulary and style. Paul Leni was already known in his homeland for
the spooky horror classics BackstairsGer. A post shared by anubisalejandro anubisalejandro on Jul 15, at am PDT. The Phantom of the Opera. Horror films effectively center on the dark side of life, the forbidden, and strange and alarming events. Filmsite: written by Tim Dirks. By the early s, horror entered into its classic phase in Hollywood - the true Dracula and Frankenstein Eras, with films that borrowed from their German expressionism roots.
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Although it was a fairly small Christian fundamentalist group, Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics was able to attract followers from around the world. Notorious for its extreme violence and graphic depiction of rape, the film nonetheless has developed a cult following, spawning sequels and a remake. Although The Uncanny lacks an intimidating killer animal, it does feature an impressive human cast that includes veteran horror movie actors Peter Cushing and Donald Pleasence. Its founder, Claude Vorilhon, claims that he is the only person who ever got in contact with alien scientists who, according to the cult, created all life on Earth. Chronicling an invasion of killer bees, the film was ripped to shreds by critics upon its release and proved to be a massive box office misfire. The film is hailed as having given rise to Blaxploitation films of the 70s, an ethnic subgenre of film that catered to Essential Horror Movies: Matinee Monsters to Cult Classics audiences and featured Black protagonists. Several members of the cult also committed mass suicide, while others were shot or smothered. Alejandro Jodorowsky wrote, directed, and starred in this surreal film that might be best described as a mystical western. Consider it essential viewing. Besides the unlikely romance between its two main characters, this cult movie classic is notable for its stellar soundtrack that features several original songs composed and performed by renowned musician Cat Stevens now known as Yusuf Islam.